
Disclosures of JUly 1939 

In order to evaluate these disclosures one has to be aware of the fact 

that ll~r . Femi an . I were jointly- engaged in experiJ. ent s on het eroeenf'ou :--
./rYI-I fl'-1.- J4- (/ / ., ' ,. 

mixtures of uranium and watef. The :purpose of these experiments was to learn 

something about the multiplication factor in such systems~~une 1939.........

Fenni was engaged in extensive calculations to det en:nine the best ratio of 

uranium to water in such mixtures and attempted to reduce the resonance 

absorption by trying to find the most favorable geometry. The paper which 

Fermi, Anderson, and I sent to the Physical Review in June . l939 reflected 
tf--

ou'ieonviction that ,_ r:ru.l tiplication factor can be made very close to l 

but there was doubt whether the multiplication factor can actual~y rea~ 1. 

I am enclosing a photopopy of a letter writ~en by Fermi tone JUly 1, 

1939 in which he writes, "I am thinking of several possibilities for reducing 

the absorption at resonance during the slm11ine dovm process and I shall 

let you know if I reach any conclusion." 

To this letter I replyed July 3rd proposing the replacement of hydrogen 

by carbon and stating that carbon would be better than hydrogen if the capture 

cross section of carbon were belov; the upper limit of .01 and giving a 
( T!-.c-~ ~ o~o l ~ ~~ 

minjmum amount of uranium to carbon of l to 10. / When I wrote this letter, I 

had in mind a heterogeneous syste:n of uranium and carbon similar to a hetero-
~ geneous system of uranium and water whic~ had ~ investieated in JUne 1939 

fo 

) 

/) -but I had not yet realized the advantage which carbon would offer by i~tt"b'bing ~, .... ~· 

uranium-containing elements separated with thick layers of carbon. An advan-

tage which carbon has by making possible the use of thicker layers is first 

mentioned in a letter to Felilli dated July 5, 1939, in which I wrote, "Carbon 

would also have an advantage over hydrogen insofar as there is no change in 



.. -
-2- J'uly 2?, 1943 

the scattering cross section in the transition from the resonance region to the 

thermal region. Consequently, if layers of uranium oxide of finite thickness are 

used, the diffusion of t he t hermal neutrons produced in the carbon to the 

uranium layer is not adversely affected as in the case of hydrogen by such a 
~ ~~ ,. 

change." ~ 1~ letter to Fer.mi dated J'uly 8 is already in your files and I 
/). , .?.-") 

enclooed a further letter written by me to Fexmi on July 11 and a copy of a 
-~ I 

letter written by Fermi to Anderson dated July 1~ ~he last paragraph of that 

1 
letter refers to the method of detennining the length A=1l which was described 

in ray lett ers to Fermi dated July 5 and 11 . 
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